
Comparing pganalyze to 
Solarwinds DPM (”VividCortex“)

Solarwinds DPM 
("VividCortex") pganalyze

Top-Level Query Metrics Yes, Unknown Query Limit Yes, For All Queries 
(Unlimited)

Drill Into Per-Query Metrics Yes Yes

EXPLAIN Plans Only based on pg_stat_activity 
(sampling)

Log-based, captures all slow 
statements through log-based 
EXPLAIN or auto_explain

EXPLAIN Plans for long query 
texts

No (only queries up to 4096 
characters)

Yes, no limit on query text 
length

EXPLAIN Insights (“Why is this 
query slow?”) No Yes

Automatic EXPLAIN ANALYZE 
through auto_explain No Yes (optional)

Index Recommendations No Yes, with pganalyze Index 
Advisor

Overall System Metrics Yes Yes

Integration with APM tools / 
Tracing Yes, through Query Tags Yes, through Query Tags

Integration with Third-Party 
Dashboards Yes (through API) Yes (through API)

Active Session History No Yes
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Solarwinds DPM 
("VividCortex") pganalyze

Wait Event Monitoring No Yes

Schema Monitoring Yes, built-in Yes, built-in

VACUUM Monitoring Not available Yes, built-in in-depth monitoring

Replication Monitoring No Yes, built-in

Log Monitoring No Yes, built-in

Pre-Configured Log Filters No 100+ Log Events Detected Au-
tomatically

PII obfuscation Yes Yes (configurable)

Supported Databases SQL Server, MongoDB, 
MySQL, PostgreSQL & others PostgreSQL

Deployment Method Cloud only Cloud or On-Premise 
(behind firewall)
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”Our overall usage of Postgres is growing, as is the amount of 
data we're storing and the number of users that interact with 
our products. pganalyze is essential to making our Postgres 
databases run faster, and makes sure end-users have the best 
experience possible.”

Robin Fernandes, Software Development Manager 
Atlassian

pganalyze provides deep, actionable insights into Postgres. 

Specializing in PostgreSQL database monitoring and optimization, pganalyze gives 
automatic insights into Postgres query plans, helps improve Postgres query performance with 
its Index Advisor, and lets you perform query drill-down analysis, observe per-query statistics 
and conduct trend analysis - all in one platform that integrates with both self-managed 
Postgres servers as well as Database-as-a-service providers like Amazon RDS. 

DBAs and developers use pganalyze to identify the root cause of performance issues, to 
optimize queries, and to get alerts about critical issues. pganalyze surfaces opportunities to 
optimize Postgres performance and gives recommendations that help speed up queries. It 
comes with helpful security features like PII filtering and SSO integration. 

Today, hundreds of customers with teams ranging from 5 to thousands of engineers are using 
pganalyze in the cloud or on-premise. 
 
Get started easily with a free 14-day trial, or learn more about our Enterprise product. 
If you want, you can also request a personal demo.
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